JUVENILE NONFICTION

Aquaman is Fair by Christopher L. Harbo J179.9 HAR
Batman is Trustworthy by Christopher L. Harbo  J179.9 HAR
The Flash is Caring by Christopher L. Harbo J179.9 HAR
Green Lantern is Responsible by Christopher L. Harbo J179.9 HAR
Superman is a Good Citizen by Christopher L. Harbo J179.9 HAR
Wonder Woman is Respectful by Christopher L. Harbo J179.9 HAR

Master Man: a Tall Tale of Nigeria by Aaron Shepard J398.2 SHE

The Official DC Super Hero Cookbook by Matthew Mead J 641.5 MEA

LEGO DC Comics Super Heroes Character Encyclopedia by Simon Hugo J688.72 HUG

How To Draw Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, and Other DC Super Heroes by Aaron Sautter J741.51 SAU

The Children’s Book of Heroes by William J. Bennett J808.8 CHI
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PICTURE BOOKS

**Mighty Truck** by Chris Barton J PB BAR

**Batman: an Origin Story** by John Sazaklis J PB BAT

**Supersnouts** by Steve Bjorkman J PB BJO

**Superdog: The Heart of a Hero** by Caralyn Buehner J PB BUE

**Oliver & Hope’s Superhero Saturday** by Meg Cadts J PB CAD

**Be a Star, Wonder Woman!** By Michael Dahl J PB DAH

**Super Manny Stands Up!** By Kelly DiPucchio J PB DIP

**Max** by Bob Graham J PB GRA

**Green Lantern: an Origin Story** by Matthew K. Manning J PB GRE

**The Cats in Krasinski Square** by Karen Hesse J PB HES

**Bad Baby** by Ross MacDonald J PB MAC

**Spider-man 3: I Am Venom** by N.T. Raymond J PB RAY

**Timothy and the Strong Pajamas: A Superhero Adventure** by Viviane Schwarz J PB SCH

**Superman: an Origin Story** by Matthew K. Manning J PB SUP

**Sumo Mouse** by David Wisniewski J PB WIS

**Wonder Woman: an Origin Story** by John Sazaklis J PB WON
JUVENILE FICTION

The Clue of the Linoleum Lederhosen by M.T. Anderson JF AND

Batman vs. Catwoman by J.E. Bright JF BAT

N.E.R.D.S. Series by Michael Buckley JF BUC

The collected Alison Dare Little Miss Adventures Vol.2 by J. Torres JF COM

Avatar, The Last Airbender. Lost Scrolls Series by Tom Mason JF COM

Avengers Series by Jeff Parker JF COM

Raphael by Brian Lynch JF COM

Donatello by Brian Lynch JF COM

Leonardo by Brian Lynch JF COM

Michelangelo by Brian Lynch JF COM

Red Riding Hood, Superhero by Otis Frampton JF COM

Bionicle Series by Greg Farshtey JF FAR

The Mighty Odds by Amy Ignatow JF IGN

Justice League vs. Bizarro League by J.E. Bright JF LEG

Super Chicken Nugget Boy and the Furious Fry by Josh Lewis JF LEW

Kung Pow Chicken Series by Cyndi Marko JF MAR

Captain Underpants Series by Dav Pilkey JF PIL

Spider-Man. Spider Bite by Leslie Goldman JF SPI

Last Son of Krypton by Michael Dahl JF SUP

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles by Victoria Shelley JF TEE

Wonder Woman: Rumble in the Rainforest by Sarah Hines-Stephens JF WON